Democracy Versus the Melting-Pot

A STUDY OF AMERICAN NATIONALITY.

BY ROGER M. KALLEN.

PART TWO.

Y.

The array of forces for and against that like-mindedness which is the stuff and essence of nationality aligns itself as follows:

For it makes social interaction at the upper by the lower classes, the facility of communications, the national pastimes of baseball and motion-picture, the mobility of population, the cheapness of printing, and the public schools. Against it make the primary ethnical differences with which the population starts, its stratification over an enormous extent of country, its industrial and economic stratification.

We are an English-speaking country, but in no intimate and insatiable way, as is New Zealand or Australia, or even Canada. This is due to us what Latin was to the Roman provinces and to the middle ages—the language of the upper and dominant class, the vehicles and symbol of culture: for the mass of our population it is a sort of Esperanto or Ido, a lingua franca necessary less in the spiritual than the economic contacts of the daily life. This mass is composed of Slavonic peoples, Poles—Mr. Ross speaks of their meaning American life with "pessimism"—the proletarian foundation material of all forms of civilization. Their self-consciousness as groups is comparatively weak. This is a factor which favors their "assimilation," for the more cultivated a group is, the more it is aware of its individuality, and the less willing it is to surrender that individuality. One need only take the Italians themselves, living Holland for fear of absorption into the Dutch population; of the Creoles and Pennsylvanians Germans of this country, or of the Jews, anywhere. In his judgment of the assimilability of various stocks Mr. Ross neglects this important point altogether, probably because his attention is fixed on existing contacts rather than potential similarities. Pessants, however, having nothing more to surrender in taking over a new culture, feel no necessary break, and find the transition easy. It is the shock of confronted with other ethnical groups and the feeling of alienity that generates in them an intense self-consciousness, which then militates against Americanization. In spirit by reinforcing the two factors to which the spiritual expression of the proletariat has been largely confined. These factors are language and religion. Religion is, of course, no more a "universal" than language. The history of Christianity makes evident enough how religion is modified, even inverted, by race, place, and time. It becomes a principle of separation, often the sole repository of the national spirit, almost always the conservator of the national language and of the tradition that is passed on with the language to succeeding generations. Among the Norwegian, the swede, religion and language tend to be coordinate: a single expression of the same creed sanctifying the same laws, the same manners, and the primary forward factors making against assimilation. Mr. Ross, I note, tends to grow shrill over the competition of the parochial school with the public school, at the same time that he belittles the "national" church of Sundays Norwegian is pracically universal in churches in America than in Norway."

And Mr. Ross's anxiety would, I think, be more than justified it were not that religion in these cases always does more than it intends for it conserves the inward aspect of nationality rather than mere religion, and tends to become the center of formation of a higher type of personality among the peasants in the natural terms of their own naivete. This naivete, reaching consciousness first in a reaction against America, then as an effect of the competition with American life, and with spiritual forms other than religious: the parochial school, to hold its own with the public school, gets secularized while remaining national. Nato is what underlies the vehemence of the "Americanism" and the spiritual and political unity of the Americans. It is the fundamental fact of American life today, and in the light of it Mr. Wilson's recent adoption of the "hyphenated" American is both righteous and pathetic. But a hyphen attaches, in things of the spirit, also to the "pure" English American. His cultural masculinity tends to be retroactive rather than prospective. At the present time there is no dominant American mind. Our spirit is in articulateness, not a voice, but a chorus of many voices each singing a rather different tune. How to get order out of this cacophony is a question that all are concerned about these things which alone justify wealth and power, concerned about justice, the arts, literature, philosophy, science. What must, what shall this cacophony become—a mission or a harmony?

For decidedly the older America, whose voice and whose spirit was New England, is gone beyond recall. Americans still are the artists and thinkers of the land, but they work, each for himself, without common vision or ideals. The older tradition has passed from a life into a memory, and the newer one, so far as it has an Anglo-Saxon base, is building its own beside more and more formidable rivals, the expression in appropriate form of the national inheritances of the various populations concentrated in the various States of the Union, populations of whom their national self-consciousness is perhaps the chief or even central asset. Think of the Creoles in the South and the French-Canadians in the North, clinging to French for so many generations and maintaining, however weakly, spiritual and social contacts with the mother-country; of the Germans, with their Deutschheim, their Mennonites, Swiss, Toleration and Stettin Arbeiter; of the universally separate Jews; of the intensely nationalistic Irish; of the Pennsylvania Germans, of the indomitable Poles, and even more indomitable Bohemians; of the 30,000 Belgians in Wisconsin, with their "Dutchland" language and literature, and the French-Canadian who were welded by reaction to a strange social environment. Except in such cases as the town of Lead, South Dakota, the great ethnical groups of proletarians, thrown upon themselves in a new environment, generate from among themselves their own social and political life, in which the Mr. Ross misses so sadly among them: their shopkeepers, their physicians, their attorneys, their journalists, and their national and political leaders, who form the links between them and the greater American society. They develop their own literature, or become conscious of that of the mother-country. As they grow more prosperous and "Americanized," as they become freed from the stigma of "foreignness," they develop group self-respect: the "you" changes into a proud Italian, the "laughing" into an intensively nationalizing slavic. They learn, or rather, the spiritual heritage of their nationality. Their cultural aloofness gives way to cultural pride and the public schools, the libraries, and the clubs become bent with demands for texts in the national language and literature.

The Poles are an instance worth dwelling upon. Mr. Hecht's summary of them as striking as it is pretenitory. There are over a million of them in the country, and backward people, prolific, brutal, priest-ridden—a menace to American institutions. Yet the urge that carries them in such numbers to America is not unlike that which carried the Pilgrim Fathers. Next to the Jews, whom their brethren in their Polish home are hounding to death, the unhappiest people in Europe, exploited by both their own upper classes and the Russian conqueror, they have resisted extinction at a great cost. They have clung to their religion because it was a mark of difference between them and their conquerors: because they love liberty, they have made their language the literary impotence in Europe. Their aspiration, imperiously, is interested, as it is, in America, to free Poland, to conserve the Polish spirit, is the most hopeful and American thing about them—the one thing that stands actually between them and brutalization through complete economic degradation. It lifts them higher than anything that, in fact, America offers them. The same thing is true for the Bohemians, 17,000 of them, workingmen in Chicago, paying a proportion of their wages to maintain schools in the Bohemian tongue and free thought; the same thing is true of many other groups.

How true it is may be observed from a comparison of the vernacular dialects and weaklings with the yellow American press which is concocted expressly for the great American masses. The content of the former, when the local news is deducted, is a mass of information, political, social, scientific; often translations into the vernacular of standard English with a often work of high literary quality. The latter, when the news is deducted, consists of the
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spiring page and the editorial base. Both pander rather than awaken, so that it is no wonder that in fact the intellectual and spiritual pulsation of the great masses consists of the vernacular papers in the various tongues. With them go also the vernacular dramas, and the thousand and one other phenomena which make a distinctive culture, the outward expression of that fundamental life-mindness wherein men are truly "free and equal." This, beginning for the dumb present masses in language and religion, emerges in the other forms of life and art and tends to make smaller or larger ethno groups autonomous, self-sufficient, and reacting as spiritual units to the residuum of America.

What is the cultural outcome likely to be, under those conditions? Surely not the melting-pot, but something that has become more and more distinct in the changing State and city life of the last two decades, and which is most articulate and apparent among those peoples whom Mr. Ross praises most—the Scandinavians, the Germans, the Irish, the Jews.

It is in the area where Scandinavians are most concentrated, a Norwegian is published on Sunday in many circumstances there in Norway. That area is Minnesota, not unlike Scandinavia in climate and character. There, if the newspapers are to be trusted, the "forlorn language" taught in an increasingly larger number of high schools in Scandinavia, the Constitution of the State resembles in many respects the famous Norwegian Constitution of 1812. The largest city has been chosen as the "spiritual capital," if I may say so, the seat of the Scandinavian "house of life," which the Scandinavian Society in America is reported to be planning to build as a centre from which there is to be spread through the land Scandinavian culture and ideals.

The eastern neighbor of Minnesota is Wisconsin, a region of great concentration of Germans. Is it merely a political fact that the concentration of State authority and control has been possible here to a degree heretofore unknown in this country? That the Socialist organization is the most powerful in the land, able under ordinary conditions to have elected the Mayor of a large city and a Congressman, and kept out of power only by coalition of the other parties? That German is the overwhelmingly predominant "foreign language" in the public schools and in the university? Or that the fragrance of Deutschland pervades the life of the whole State? The earliest German immigrants to America were grown conscious to a high degree. They brought with them a cultural tradition and political aspiration. They wanted to found a State. If a State is to be regarded as a mode of life of the mind, they have succeeded. Their language is the predominant "foreign" one throughout the Middle West. The teaching of it is resisted by law in many places, southern Ohio and Indianapolis, for example. Their national institutions, even to cooking, are as widespread as they are. They are organized into a great national society, the German-American Alliance, which is dedicated to the advancement of German culture and ideals. They encourage and make possible a close and more intimate contact with the fatherland. They endeavor Germanize museums, they encourage and provide for exchange professorships, erect monuments to German heroes, and disseminate translations of the German classics. And there are, of course, the very excellent German vernacular press, the German theatre, the German club, the German organization of life.

Similar are the Irish, living in strength in Massachusetts and New York. When they began to come to this country they were far less well off and for more passionately self-conscious than the Germans. The numbers of them America was and has remained just sufficient to make for the freedom of Ireland. For most it was an opportunity to escape both exploitation and starvation. The way they made was made against both race and religious prejudice: in the course of it they lost much that was attractive as well as much that was unpleasant. But Americanization brought the mass of them all a spiritual self-respect, and their growing prosperity both here and in Ireland is what lies behind the more inward phases of Irish Nationalism—the Gaelic movement, the Irish theatre, the Irish Art Society. I omit consideration of such organized bodies as the Ancient Order of Hibernians. All these movements alike indicate the conversion of the negative nationalism of the hatred of England to the positive nationalism of the loving care and development of the cultural values of the Celtic spirit. A significant phase of it is the voting of Irish history into the curriculum of the high schools of Boston. In sum, once the Irish body had been fed and educated, the demand and demand and asserted its own peculiar form of self-realization and satisfaction.

And, finally, the Jews. Their attitude towards America is different in a fundamental respect from that of other immigrant nationalities. They do not come to the United States from truly native lands, lands of their proper roots and culture. They come from lands of sojourn, where they have been for ages treated as foreigners, at most as semi-citizens, subject to disabilities and persecutions. They come with no political aspirations against the peace of other states such as more the Irish, the Poles, the Slovenians. They come with the intention to be completely incorporated into the body-politic of the state. They alone, as Mr. H. G. Wells notes, of all the immigrant peoples have made spontaneously conscious and organized the idea of brotherhood for the responsibilities of American citizenship. There is barely a considerable municipality in the land, where Jews inhabit, that has not its Hebrew Institute, or its Educational Alliance, or its Young Men's Hebrew Association, or its Community House, especially dedicated to this task. They show the highest percentage of naturalization, according to Mr. Ross's tables, and he concedes that they have added politics. Yet of all self-conscious peoples they are the most self-conscious. Of all immigrants they have the oldest civilized tradition, they are longest accustomed to living under law, and are at the outset the most eager and the most successful in eliminating the external differences between themselves and their social environment. Even their religion is flexible and accommodating, as that of the Christian sectaries is not, for change involves no change in doctrine, only in mode of life.

Yet, once the wall is driven from the door and the Jewish immigrant takes his place in our society a free man and an American, he tends to become all the more a Jew. The cultural unity of his race, history, and background is only continued by the new life under the new conditions. Mr. H. G. Wells calls the Jewish quarter in New York a city within a city, and with more justice than other quarters because, although it is more in tune with Americanism than the other quarters, it is also far more autonomous in spirit and self-conscious in culture. It has its schools, its radicals, its artists, its Hirshels; its press, its Hurashe, its Htheatre, its Yiddish and its Hebrew, its Talmudical colleges and its Hebrew schools, its charities and its voluntary, and its coordinating organization, the Kaddish, all more or less duplicated wherever Jews congregate in mass. Here not religion alone, but the whole world of radical thinking, carries the mother-tongue and the father-tongue, with all that they imply. Unlike the parochial schools, their separate schools, being national, do not displace the public schools: they supplement the public schools. The Jewish arbor for pure learning is notorious. And, again, as was the case with the Scandinavians, the Germans, the Irish, the Italian and the education has given the Jews their will that Hebrew shall be coordinate with French and German in the regent's examination. On a national scale of organization there is the American Jewish Historical Society, the Jewish Publication Society. Rurally, there is the model Association of Jewish Farmers, with their cooperative organization for agriculture and for agricultural education. In sum, the most eagerly American of the immigrant groups are also the most autonomous and self-conscious in spirit and culture.

VI.

Immigrants appear to pass through four phases in the course of becoming Americanized. In the first phase they exhibit economic eagerness, the greed of the uneducated. Since external differences are a handicap in the economic struggle, they assimilate, they accede to the cultural level of the economic independence. Once the proletarian level of such independence is reached, the process of assimilation slows down and tends to come to a stop. The immigrant group is still a national group, modified, sometimes improved, by environmental in-